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Abstract: Identification and resolution system of the industrial Internet is the“neural hub”
of the industrial Internet for coordination. Catastrophic damage to the whole industrial Inter⁃
net industry ecology may be caused if the identification and resolution system is attacked.
Moreover, it may become a threat to national security. Therefore, security plays an important
role in identification and resolution system of the industrial Internet. In this paper, an inno⁃
vative security risk analysis model is proposed for the first time, which can help control
risks from the root at the initial stage of industrial Internet construction, provide guidance
for related enterprises in the early design stage of identification and resolution system of the
industrial Internet, and promote the healthy and sustainable development of the industrial
identification and resolution system.
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1 Introduction

T

he security of identification and resolution system of
the industrial Internet is one of the keys for securing
the industrial Internet. The popularization of industri⁃
al identification and resolution may affect production
security, social security and even national security. Industrial
identification and resolution system is one of the significant
parts of industrial internet network architecture, and it is the
key to realize the interconnection among equipment, system,
data and networks. With the identification and resolution sys⁃
tem of the industrial Internet, information can be shared and
used across enterprises, industrial sectors and regions; enter⁃
This work was supported by the 2018 Industrial Internet Innovation and
Development Project —— Industrial Internet Identification Resolution Sys⁃
tem: National Top-Level Node Construction Project (Phase I) .

prises can vertically and horizontally integrate their global
supply chain systems and production systems respectively, to
realize intelligent production, personalized customization, im⁃
portant product traceability and product life cycle manage⁃
ment. The identification and resolution system is the“neural
hub”of the industrial Internet for coordination. Therefore,
catastrophic damage to the whole industrial ecology may be in⁃
troduced or even become a national security threat, if the iden⁃
tification and resolution system is attacked.

2 Concept Design of Security Risk Analysis
Model
2.1 Concept Design
Through the analysis of security architecture of the Internet
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and the industrial Internet abroad [1], an innovative security
risk analysis model has been developed combing the charac⁃
teristic of the industrial identification and resolution system of
the industrial Internet, to provide guidance for security con⁃
struction of the identification and resolution system of industri⁃
al internet, help control risks from the root at the initial stage,
and improve the security protection capability.
2.2 Overall Architecture of Security Risk Analysis Model
The core of the security risk analysis model are three per⁃
spectives: the security risk analysis perspective, the security
risk management perspective and the security protection per⁃
spective. The key elements in each of the perspectives are
outlined in Fig. 1.
In the architecture, the security risk analysis perspective in⁃
cludes four key risk analysis elements: the architecture securi⁃
ty risk analysis, the identity security risk analysis, the data se⁃
curity risk analysis and the operation security risk analysis.
The security risk management perspective includes the securi⁃
ty risk objective, the security risk identification and the securi⁃
ty risk policy. The security risk protection perspective in⁃
cludes industrial sector supervision, security monitoring, situa⁃
tion awareness, threat perception and response processing.
As shown in Fig. 1, these three perspectives form the ba⁃
sis of the security analysis model. They are relatively inde⁃
pendent, while they are intertwined and form an organic ar⁃
chitecture of the security risk analysis model for the identifi⁃
cation and resolution system of the industrial Internet. The
security risk analysis often performs within each of the per⁃
spectives to which they belong. However, this is not to imply
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▲ Figure 1. Overall architecture of the security risk analysis model for
identification and resolution system of industrial internet.
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that the risk analysis is always to be resolved within each of
the perspectives, being separated with that in other perspec⁃
tives. In the following sections, a detailed illustration will be
introduced.
2.2.1 Security Risk Analysis Perspective
The security risk analysis perspective includes the architec⁃
ture security risk analysis, the identity security risk analysis,
the data security risk analysis and the operation security risk
analysis, as shown in Fig. 2.
The architecture security risk analysis is mainly composed
of the node of identification and resolution availability risk,
the inter-node collaboration risk and the key node correlation
risk.
The identity security risk analysis mainly includes four
kinds of risks about people, machines and objects, which are
identity deception, unauthorized access, the authority chaos,
and the device vulnerabilities [2].
The data security risk analysis [3] mainly focuses on the
risk of theft and tampering identity resolution registration da⁃
ta, resolution data and log data, the risk of privacy data disclo⁃
sure, and the risk of data loss.
The operation security risk analysis includes the risk of per⁃
sonnel management, institutional management and operation
process management.
2.2.2 Security Risk Management Perspective
The objective of the security risk management perspective
is to provide guidance for constructing a risk management
mechanism with the ability to improve the security continuous⁃
ly, illustrated by Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, the risk objective refers to the object of risk as⁃
sessment and business guarantee of the identification and res⁃
olution system of the industrial Internet.
Risk identification refers to possible identified risks that
may occur according to the risk objective.
Risk policy provides corresponding security protection strat⁃
egies according to the existing risks.
2.2.3 Security Risk Protection Perspective
In view of the various risks faced by the identification and
resolution system of the industrial Internet, the security risk
protection perspective clarifies the guidance from the whole
life cycle and facilitates the risk closed-loop control. Fig. 4
shows the core of the security risk protection perspective, in⁃
cluding five areas: the industrial supervision, the security
monitoring, the security situation awareness, the threat percep⁃
tion, and the response processing. The supervision from in⁃
dustrial sectors is centralized in this perspective, which impli⁃
cates that attention needs to be paid during the construction of
the security protection network.
In Fig. 4, the supervision from industry represents the uni⁃
fied leadership and command, in order to establish a joint-ac⁃
tion mechanism. The security monitoring aims at four risk
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analysis objects above to carry on risk monitoring. The securi⁃
ty situation awareness refers to the deployment response and
real-time awareness of security risks. The early threat percep⁃
tion addresses the risks found by the situation awareness and
issues early warnings. The response processing deals with se⁃
curity risks in time by the establishment of a response mecha⁃
nism.
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▲Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the security risk analysis perspective.

▲ Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the security risk management per⁃
spective.
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▲ Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the security risk protection perspec⁃
tive.

3 Proposed Security Risk Analysis Model
3.1 Architecture of Risk Analysis Model
The architecture of the identification and resolution system
of the industrial Internet adopts the tree hierarchical architec⁃
ture (Fig. 5); basically, it is a distributed information system.
The identification and resolution system of the industrial Inter⁃
net consists of clients, resolution servers, mirror servers, proxy
servers, and cache servers. The security of this architecture
depends on the security of each part. A problem arising at
any layer of the architecture may affect the security of the
whole architecture to some extent [4].
There are many risks in the identification and resolution
system of the industrial Internet, such as the risk of node avail⁃
ability, the risk of inter-node collaboration, and the risk of key
node correlation.
1) Risk of node availability.
The risk of node availability refers to the risk of availability
faced by each node in each layer of the architecture. If one
node is attacked, the availability of the node will be threat⁃
ened, as a consequence, the node function will be failed or in⁃
accessible. To be specific, the main risk of node availability
is Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack.
2) Risk of inter-node collaboration.
The risk of inter-node collaboration is an intrinsic risk of
identification and resolution system of the industrial Internet.
It refers to the risk of delay in the process of data synchroniza⁃
tion or replication, which may consequently result in data in⁃
consistency or data integrity problems, when there is a prob⁃
lem in the process of resolution. The risk of inter-node collab⁃
oration mainly includes proxy service delay, mirror server de⁃
lay, and more.
3) Risk of key node correlation.
The risk of key node correlation exists in the failure of key
node functions caused by the problems of other key nodes in
the identification and resolution system of the industrial Inter⁃
net, weakening the system’s reliability or robustness. The
risk of key nodes correlation includes cache breakdown, cache
penetration, and attack reflection/magnification.
3.2 Identity Risk Analysis
Identity security is the important entrance of identification
and resolution system of the industrial Internet. The user sys⁃
tem requires users to authenticate first; obviously, the identity
security is of great importance. Different roles, from people,
ZTE COMMUNICATIONS
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machines to objects, in the identification and resolution sys⁃
tem have different authentication levels, and any risk point
can cause authority or trust to be infringed [5].
The main risk points for different identity roles are shown
in Table 1.
1) Identity deception.
Identity deception can also be called identification defraud
in the identification and resolution system of the industrial In⁃
ternet. The related risk analysis will be conducted in three
perspectives: people, machines and objects.
2) Unauthorized access.
Unauthorized access mainly refers to the ability to access
resources that exceed the user’s authentication. For example,
the identity administrator should only manage the identity
function without the function of the ordinary user; if the identi⁃

handle

ty administrator appears to have the function of the ordinary
user, this is unauthorized access.
3) Disordered authority.
There are a vast number of devices and people using the
identification and resolution service. This gives hackers the
chance to enter the system without proper authentication, by
means of injection, infiltration, etc. , to cross the access man⁃
agement system.
4) Device vulnerabilities.
The servers, clients or terminals in the identification and
resolution system of the industrial Internet may have security
vulnerabilities or use components with known vulnerabilities.
Device vulnerability [6] makes it easier for attackers to pass
the set access control policy, get remote control and tamper
the device data.
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▲Figure 5. Architecture of identification and resolution system of industrial Internet.
▼Table 1. Security risks for identity
Identity Category

Specific Identity

Risk Points

Administrator for identification data
People

User

Administrator for identification

Identity deception; unauthorized access; authority chaos

Third party supervisor

International root node

National top level node
Machines

Secondary node

Enterprise node

Identity deception; device vulnerability

Recursive resolution node
Objects
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Industrial client

Industrial Internet terminal

Identity deception; false correlation between identification and product; device vulnerability
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3.3 Data Risk Analysis
There are three types of data in the identification and reso⁃
lution system of the industrial Internet, including identifica⁃
tion registration data, identification resolution data, and log
data. Data security includes three dimensions: data integrity,
data confidentiality and data availability. According to GB/T
37988/2019“Information Security Technology Data Security
Capability Maturity Model”[7], identification data security in⁃
volves data acquisition, data transmission, data storage, data
usage, data exchange, and data destruction. Based on the
aforementioned, the security risk is mainly composed of the
risk of date theft and tampering, the risk of privacy data leak⁃
age, and the risk of data loss.
1) Data theft.
The risk of industrial identification resolution data theft is
mainly to destroy the confidentiality of data. The data is ob⁃
tained by unauthorized users, which makes the identification
registration data, identification resolution data or log data
breach. It may occur in the data acquisition process, data
transmission process, data exchange process and data storage
process.
2) Data tampering.
When industrial devices are connected to the industrial In⁃
ternet, attackers have the opportunity to read and modify the
data stored in the devices by physical or remote access to the
connected devices. There is a risk that the data is maliciously
tampered and falsified, which makes the algorithm and pro⁃
cessing cracked, leading to the registration data, the resolu⁃
tion data and the log data in the identification system are tam⁃
pered.
3) Private data leak.
The absence of effective safety protection measures is high
likely to cause private data leak of industrial enterprises such
as key equipment data, product data, management data, and
customer data in the process of using identification and resolu⁃
tion service. The consequence could be significant loss for
person and enterprise. In some case, it could even bring incal⁃
culable losses to the whole country.
4) Data loss.
In the process of using identification data, if there are no
secure protection measures and proper backups, data may be
lost due to several reasons. First, illegal operative may mali⁃
ciously delete the data after obtaining access through attacks
on the cache or proxy server. Second, data loss may be
caused by the server damage in natural disasters. Last but
not least, data loss may be caused by operation mistakes,
like unintentionally deleting data. Data loss and failure in
recovery of important data such as key equipment data, key
product data and user data, could be great losses to industri⁃
al enterprises.
3.4 Operational Risk Analysis
Operational risk management plays a vital role in identify⁃

ing, measuring, supervising, controlling and reporting the op⁃
erational risk of second-level nodes. With the development of
identification ecology, more and more participants involved.
The increasingly growth of user number and continual system
expanding bring new challenges to the operation of identifica⁃
tion and resolution system of the industrial Internet. The in⁃
ternal and external risks will affect the security and controlla⁃
ble operation of the whole identification and resolution sys⁃
tem. The operational risks include risks from personnel man⁃
agement, branch management and process management.
1) Risk from personnel management.
The operation of the identification and resolution system of
industrial internet requires high reliability and high security.
All employees who may affect the operation of identity alloca⁃
tion, identity resolution, business management, data manage⁃
ment, etc. (collectively referred to as“personnel”) may affect
the normal operation of the system. They are referred to as
trusted roles. The risk of personnel management includes the
risk of role identification, key position role management, per⁃
sonnel operation and personnel control.
2) Risk from branch management.
Branch management risk mainly refers to the life cycle man⁃
agement risk of entities that provide corresponding identifica⁃
tion services in the identification and resolution system of the
industrial Internet. The risk of branch management mainly in⁃
cludes the authorization risk of branch office, the operation
risk of branch office and the risk of service termination of
branch office.
3) Risk from process management.
The operation of the identification and resolution system of
the industrial Internet involves a series of business processes.
The management of business processes is necessary. Other⁃
wise, operators can only use their own experience in their
work with great arbitrariness, negatively affecting the system
operation and potentially bringing the risk of application pro⁃
cess management of secondary nodes.

4 Conclusions

An innovative unified security analysis model for identifica⁃
tion and resolution system of the industrial Internet is pro⁃
posed in this paper, based on the thorough study of the securi⁃
ty risk in industrial internet. This is significant for promoting
the industrialization of identification and resolution system
and corresponding service. First, it helps control risks from
the root at the initial stage of identification and resolution sys⁃
tem of industrial internet construction. Within this model, the
risk points, risk events including their cause and possible con⁃
sequence, appropriate protection measures, can be identified
in early stages. Second, it provides guidance for security con⁃
struction of the identification and resolution system of industri⁃
al internet. Last but not least, it promotes the industrial com⁃
mon view to develop and use the identification and resolution
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system of industrial internet healthy and sustainability, to
achieve the tremendous economic benefits that the industrial
internet offers.
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